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Family Connections

Byzantine Music and the Orthodox Family
by Christina Stavros

One of the most powerful memories
of growing up in our family which left a
far-reaching impact on me was the practice
we had of chanting the Troparion (hymn)
of Pascha, Christos Anesti!, before dinner
every night during the 40-day Paschal festal
period.
Yes, if you can believe it, we chanted it
three times every night at the dinner table.
As a kid, sometimes it felt awkward and
embarrassing. But my mother’s insistence
on this repetitive practice proved to bear
much fruit in the life of our family. Chanting Christ is Risen! brought the enduring,
indestructible joy of the glorious Resurrection of our Lord into our home. It made the
words of the hymn “Christ is Risen from the
dead by death trampling down upon death
and to those in the tombs He has granted
LIFE!”; common knowledge and a kind of
family creed.
The melody and text of the hymn were
locked into our memories such that we
were ready to chant it with heartfelt confidence at church and whenever needed-often when we would share our Orthodox
faith with inquirers.
It proved to be a powerful prayer which
invited our Lord Jesus Christ into the midst
of our family as we gathered around our
beautiful dinner table with thanksgiving. It
marked out the season of Pascha as a time of
joy that reset the focus of our life as a family.
In the midst of difficult struggles, we
could chant this hymn as a prayer for help
and a statement of faith and hope. It is as if
this hymn--which proclaims the single most
important fact of our faith that CHRIST IS
RISEN!, which is the very reason we are
Christians—became the “ison” of our life
together and consequently the foundation
of our identity as a family. Music, especially
coupled with Truth, is very powerful.
Musically speaking, there are only
two parts in Byzantine music—ison and
melos. Melos (melody) takes the profound
language of our hymnology and “clothes”
it in kerygmatic melody so as to preach and
proclaim the text.
The ison is the note that sets the
mode (tone) and is “held” while the text
of the verses and hymns are chanted by
the melodist (or many melodists in a choir
together). Ison is very difficult because it
requires a singular, focused determination
to be strong and stay in one place, tonally
speaking, while the melodist is moving all
around the scale.
The ison is often neglected because it is
very difficult and perceived as unnecessary.
But ison is essential to what is happening in
Byzantine music. It is like a throne that pro-

vides a “seat” for the melody so that it does
not lose its way and fall down. Ison is the
framework for the melody, a non-negotiable
aspect of Byzantine music.
Music is a profound anthropological
phenomenon and a form of communication
perhaps more basic than human speech.
Music is also a highly effective instrument for the cultivation and keeping of
memory.
These ideas have been articulated
by thoughtful people down through the
ages (ancient philosophers, composers,
musicians, and thinkers) and today are
confirmed by the inclinations of modern
science. But the unbroken Tradition and
experience of the Orthodox Church in worship for the past 2,000-plus years is perhaps
the greatest of all proofs.
Consider the fact that the essential
entirety of Orthodox theology is kept,
proclaimed, and realized in its worship,
comprised of the Divine Services and Holy
Mysteries whose content are word-filled
hymns and prayers.
Next, consider that approximately
90 percent of those worshipful words are
“clothed with the garment of melody”
(Gregorios Stathis, The Divine Music
Project), that is, the words of these prayers
and hymns are intoned and melodiously
chanted (by the priest, cantors, faithful,
and all the people) without accompaniment.
When we consider these two realities
together, what emerges is the profound
and central role of music (melody and
hymnology) in Orthodox Christian worship and theology, as well as in the
Church’s vocation as proclaimer and
keeper of the Gospel of our Lord, God,
and Savior, Jesus Christ. The symbiotic
relationship between worship (leitourgia),
music, and theology has always been an
organic aspect of the Orthodox way of
being Christian.
It is foundational to the very ethos of
Orthodoxy. As we chant, we are doing the
work of theology, we are doing the work
of prayer, and we are keeping the memory
and reality of the Life-saving Death and
Resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ.
One may be asking the following
question at this point in the article: Isn’t
Byzantine music and the hymnology of
our Church the concern of cantors, choirs,
and the priest?
The short answer to these questions
is absolutely not. Since the hymns for our
Church hold the very content of our faith
and constitute so much of our liturgical
and prayer life together, keeping this tradition is the vocation of ALL the faithful.
The hymns are practical and accessible

Family Care Center Sponsors Men’s Retreat
CLEARWATER, Fla. - The Center for
Family Care sponsored a one-day retreat
for men on April 5, at Holy Trinity Church
in conjunction with the men’s club of the
host parish.
Dr. Timothy Patitsas, assistant professor of Ethics at Holy Cross School of
Theology, served as retreat leader and
presented the theme “Orthodox Manhood” to 38 men from Tampa Bay area
parishes. Dr. Patitsas offered biblical and
historical perspectives regarding gender
relations and described how predominant
male traits might be responsibly conveyed

in roles of family and society.
The event was part of a new Archdiocesan initiative for broader ministry
designed to encourage the spiritual
formation of men and funded by a Leadership 100 grant. The ministry promotes
activities appealing to the various stages of
male adulthood through programs of religious education, outreach, philanthropy,
and fellowship. The objective assists men
in applying their Orthodox Christian faith
to every life context. As the ministry develops, more information will be available at
www.family.goarch.org.
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for all—“simple” enough for children to
participate and “complex” enough to be
boundless in musical and poetic beauty.
But in order to attempt a deeper answer
to that question, allow me to ask you, the
reader, a question: What is the most important gift we can give to our children? Please
take a moment to think about that before
you continue to read. Allow me to submit
to you that the very best gift we can give our
children is Christ Himself and His Church,
the Gospel, the Good News that God’s love
for mankind is real and it makes us who
we are. Like the ison, giving this gift is very
difficult and in the world, it is often passed
off as unnecessary. But every human being
needs the ison, something or someone that
helps us know where we were and where
we are going.
The good news is that God desires to
have communion with us, to have a relationship with us, to save us, and to have us
with Him in His eternal Kingdom forever.
Christ is our ison.
The best gift we can give our children
is the ison: the personal knowledge and
experience of the true story worth basing
our lives on that through the Cross, joy has
come into all the world.
Christ destroyed the power of death,
sin, and the evil one, and we have been
given new life—eternal Life! This is why we
are Christians! Taking the name “Christian”
means that this cosmic truth is our reality.
We live by this story, and chant it, because
we believe it is true!
We can give this gift to our children by
letting Christ and the Church be the “ison”
of our life. There are many ways to do this as
a family. One simple yet very powerful way
is by learning the hymns of the Church and
chanting them together at home, perhaps
as a prayer before dinner or at morning or
evening prayers.
This brings Christ and the Church into
our home and puts them at the center. It
allows the enduring hymns of our faith
to have “air-time” to powerfully proclaim
the love and peace of Christ. Chanting the
hymns of the Church as a family also allows
Christ and the story of our salvation to be
the “ison” amidst the cacophony of other
messages and melodies in the world, literally or figuratively speaking. What is more,
when we chant the hymns of the Church together, we become bearers of the precious,
boundless tradition of our Church centered
on Christ and His glorious Life-Saving Passion and Resurrection. We become the ison
in and for the world.

Links to downloadable music
and recordings both in English and
Greek of the Troparion of Pascha, the
Troparion of Pentecost, and Lord of
the Powers (a hymn chanted in Great
Compline during Lent) can be found
by going to www.family.goarch.org.
Download and learn them as a family
by playing them in the car, while in
the kitchen cooking, or while doing
chores. Get the whole family involved.
Perhaps one or two will learn to hold
ison too!
Apolytikia (Dismissal Hymns) of
the Great Feasts CD by Unfading Rose.
Recorded by children, for the entire
family, this is Unfading Rose’s first recording of Byzantine hymns in Greek
and in English. Great for learning with
your kids! As you sing the hymns in
your home, you will feel more at home
in Church. Order this CD online at:
www.unfadingrose.com

A Prayer of Parents
for Their Children
O Greatly-Merciful Lord, Who
gives food to the birds of the sky and
to all living things on the earth, Who
watches over the flower that sprouts
amid the rocky cliffs: nourish, bring
up, and protect well our children also.
Help us, O Lord, to plant in their souls
what is good and useful for Your Holy
Church and the nation, and what is
well-pleasing to You, that Your Holy
Name may be exalted through them.
Fill them, O Lord, with the enlightened wisdom and Holy understanding
which come down from You. Protect
them from all the snares of enemies
both visible and invisible. Command
Your Angels as always to be their enlightened guides and counselors in all
good works. We pray to You, O Lord,
to open their minds that they may
come to know You. Amen.
– Abbreviated prayer by Archimandrite
Nicodim (Mandita)

